
Spanish company specialized in health technology, 

software development and healthcare solutions for 

pharmacies, hospitals, health centres and related in 

the sector in search of commercial agents, 

distributors and or manufacturing agreements. 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOES20210813001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

Automation projects and technology applied to Personalized Dosage Systems and pharmacy management 
as solutions for pharmacies, hospitals and nurse homes. The company deals with 25 countries on the five 
continents and is willing to expand within more countries, the countries are UK, Germany, France, Belgium, 
Denmark, Colombia, Thailand. Therefore, they are open to commercial agency, distribution services and or 
manufacturing agreements. 
 
 
The Pharmaceautical Spanish Company based in Mallorca since 2009 F approach different ways to focus on 
pharmacy automation systems, from PDS in pouches or blisters (where the patient receives the dose directly 
prepared on deblistered pills/capsules and by taking time) with a range of machines Farma Z80C (the 
newest one, able to generate a blister in less than a minute), Farma-L or Farma -RB, to the dispensation of 
boxes of medication, ampoules, refrigerated drugs and other products as injections/syringes, compresses, 
everything can be automated. There are different automation levels, so can cover a very basic systems as 
the led-guided shelves for the collection of the drug of a dispensation, to the double-armed dispensing 
machines with automated charge, which are slower but more automated solutions, to the machines which 
dispense the medication at a higher speed to a conveyor belt that regroup them all in a dispensation basket 
or pharmacy collection points. There are different kinds of box robots, with different functions, speeds, fully 
automated, semi-automated, shelves, cabinets, and others. Machines: - Series L: System of handles, 
ranging from 52 to 405 calibrated canisters for a medicine, in machine. - R Series: Rotation system, ranging 
from 198 to 352 calibrated canisters, in machine. - Farma-Rapid Series: Tray system. Without calibrated 
canisters. With high production speed. Tablet packager 90 cells - Farma Z80C, a blister generator machine 
Apart from PDS machines, we present other robots for different purposes: - Vision and Vision FZ, for 
technical inspection, doses review and maximum control - Unbundiling machine, to save time and avoid this 
boring task - Farmablister, developed to carry out personalized packaging safely As well offers a genuine 
blister (weekly blister): the Blister One, the definitive solution to ensure the medication adherence. This 
product accomplishes all health and medical regulations and it is registered on the SIGRE system (the 
system to recycle or reuse the medication packs, expired medications and more, in order to end the lifecycle 
of these products). The target of the company is to expand internationally, therefore they are open to 
commercial agents, distributors and as well to manufacturing agreements. 
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